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Don Franceschi is the author of the Amazon Best Seller,
FROM AWFUL TO AWESOME: 9 ESSENTIAL TOOLS FOR
EFFECTIVE PRESENTATIONS.
Before becoming an independent speaker and consultant,
Don spent the last 29 years with the State of California, most
recently as Regional Loss Prevention Manager for all of
Northern California. It was there that he developed, tailored,
and delivered multiple “Effective Presentations and Public
Speaking” classes throughout the state. As an author and
trainer, Don is now sharing that knowledge with the world.
In addition, Don has been an instructor for Santa Rosa Junior
College Community Education, is President of an advanced
speakers Toastmasters Club, and is a TEDx Sonoma County
Organizing Committee member.
Don’s goal is to save the world—one presentation at a time!

Rave Reviews

Presentation Topics

“The breadth of the material covered in
Don’s Presentation Skills 101 session was
amazing!
David Woltering, AICP, MPA
Community Development Director
City of San Bruno

“Don presents information in a way that is
very easy to understand. I have a PhD in the
biological sciences and took Don’s class as
a way to improve my research and teaching
presentations. I would recommend this
course for everyone.”
Dennis Mangan, PhD
Director, Chalk Talk Science Project

From Awful to Awesome: Presentation Skills 101
Don’s signature presentation skills workshop is designed
for inexperienced, infrequent, or ineffective business
presenters. Attendees will walk away knowing the
step-by-step process on how to prepare, create, and
deliver an awesome presentation—and have some fun
along the way!
Fighting the FEAR: Reducing Speaker Anxiety
Speaker anxiety can be debilitating and career limiting
to folks who suffer from it. In this breakout session, Don
outlines his Four Core Speaking Principles and Tips that
help fight the fear and reduce speaker anxiety.
Funny Business: The Power of Humor in Presentations

“I really enjoyed your Reducing Speaker
Anxiety presentation for the Rotary Club
of Rancho Cotati! It was a very professional,
helpful, and fun presentation.”
Dean Austring, President
Micro Depot Technology, Inc

To be an effective presenter, it’s vital that you make a
connection with your audience—humor is one of the
best ways to accomplish that. Don guides you on the
best approaches to including humor in otherwise bland
and boring presentations. Make your presentations the
ones people WANT to attend!

Contact Don!
(707) 293-5532 • don@FromAwfulToAwesome.com
www.FromAwfulToAwesome.com

From Awful to Awesome excerpt…
MESSAGE
One of my least favorite activities is sittin
g through a rambling
presentation. You know, the kind of pres
entation that goes on and
on and on with no clear destination in sigh
t. Recently, when I was
being tortured with one of these ramblin
g presentations, I heard
the person next to me mutter under their
breath, “Is this plane
going to land soon?” I was thinking the sam
e thing! There are
usually two missing elements in a presenta
tion that meanders
along. Let’s focus on the ﬁrst element, whi
ch is also our ﬁrst
eﬀective presentation tool—Message.
What do I mean by Message? The Message
in your presentation is
the main idea or theme or concept or poin
t or objective. I’m less
concerned with what you call it, and mor
e concerned that you
actually have one. It’s what you want the
audience to take away
when you are done presenting. If they only
remember one thing
from your talk, you want your Message to
be that one thing.
Sounds obvious, right? But I never cease
to be amazed at how
many presentations have no clear Message
. This is eﬀective
presentation tool number one, so you need
to master it before
you go any further. Imagine that the Mes
sage is the sun, with
all of the other planets (tools) revolving arou
nd it.

Amazin’ Amazon Reviews
“Fantastic Book for anyone
needing presentation skills
and insights”

“Something for everyone, and
a MUST READ for beginning
presenters!”

“New to Public Speaking?
Stop Here and Read this
Book!”

“Practical and engaging, just
like a great presentation”

“Good Specific Tools that I
was able to use right away in
crafting my presentations”

“Incredibly effective
strategies and tactics, no
fluff—get ready to take your
speaking to the next level!”
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